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Background
Ø Storage subsystem of Smartphone:

ü eMMC or UFS flash memory
ü SQLite, F2FS/Ext4, and …

Ø Mobile I/O traces:
ü Nexus5 from San Diego State University:
BIOtracer, 18 common applications  [33];
üAppDedupe from Xiamen University:
MobileCT, 15 typical applications   [21].





Motivation
Ø Observations:

ü To approximate temporal I/O features, the traditional distributions are 
used, such as Poisson [28], Normal [25],  and Uniform [20].
ü Real I/O activities contain burst [8] and even present the heavy-tailed 
feature [34].
ü The traditional distributions do not specialize in accurately describing 
I/O burstiness

Ø Issue: Is it still appropriate to use traditional methods such as Poisson to 
describe I/O activities with burstiness in mobile application workloads?



Auto-correlation & Self-similarity
Ø Tool: Auto-Correlation Function (ACF)

ü For a time series                              ，
ü Correlation coefficients:
ü A correlation coefficient forms a mapping relationship with a time 
interval (also called lag) k

Ø For I/O requests in mobile applications:
ü If the correlation coefficients of arrival intervals decrease rapidly with the 
increase of lag and approach 0, there is almost no correlation. 
ü Otherwise, there is a certain degree of correlation.
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Auto-correlation & Self-similarity
Ø Figure 2: ACFs of read requests 

in Nexus5 and AppDedupe
Ø Evident correlation:

ü Email, Music
ü other 9 AppDedupe apps.

Ø Almost no correlation:
ü Movie, YouTube
ü YoudaoDict

Ø Certain degree correlation:
ü remaining 12 Nexus apps.
ü MojiWeather, Qiu, BaiduTieba,

WeChat, Tencent
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Auto-correlation & Self-similarity
Ø Figure 3: ACFs of write requests 

in Nexus5 and AppDedupe
Ø Evident correlation:

ü Radio
ü N/A

Ø Almost no correlation:
ü Booting
ü WeChat, Weibo, Tencent

Ø Certain degree correlation:
ü Remaining 16 Nexus apps
ü Other 12 AppDedupe apps



Auto-correlation & Self-similarity



Auto-correlation & Self-similarity
Ø What is self-similarity? 

ü The characteristics of a certain process are similar from different time scales   
ü Obtain an intuitive impression of the self-similar nature in data traffic 
through the literature [15]
ü How to measure?---the Hurst parameter (0.5<H<1)

Ø Tools to estimate the Hurst Parameter:
ü Variance-time plot (VTP) [15]
ü R/S (rescaled adjusted range) analysis (also called Pox plot) [4]



Auto-correlation & Self-similarity
Ø Estimation of the Hurst parameter for the Music and BaiduTieba applications 



Auto-correlation & Self-similarity
Ø Estimation of the Hurst parameter for Smartphone applications 



Synthesis
Ø Read and write requests:

ü Appear to be IID in a minority of Smartphone applications.
ü Present self-similarity in most mobile applications.

Ø So, a versatile I/O request generator is needed:
ü To flexibly synthesize both the IID and self-similar request series.

Ø The alpha-stable model used in Ref. [35] does specialize in.
ü Including 5 characteristic exponents, i.e., 



Synthesis
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Ø Error estimation for 
the self-similar mobile 
application workloads.



Ø Empirical Study (CDF: Cumulative Distribution  Functions):
üThe Figure shows the comparison of the  empirical distributions of the logscale of the 
number of read requests (READs) or write requests (WRITEs) per second, for the web
type of Nexus5 and AppDedupe  applications, e.g., Email, SohuNews

Synthesis

Nexus5 AppDedupe
Fig. 5
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Nexus5 AppDedupe



Ø Error estimation for the IID mobile 
application workloads

Ø Empirical Study: 
üFig. 6 shows the empirical distributions of the 

synthetic and actual request sequences for read 
requests in Movie and write requests in Wechat 

Synthesis



Conclusion
Ø Characterizing mobile I/O workloads is critically important for the 
design and performance optimization of the mobile storage subsystem.

Ø This paper studies the correlation of inter-arrival times of read or 
write requests in 33 Smartphone applications, and shows the existence 
of self-similarity in both Nexus5 and AppDedupe workloads.

Ø Based on the parameters measured from Nexus5 and AppDedupe 
traces, we deploy a flexible mobile I/O request generator to accurately 
synthesize mobile storage workloads.
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